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Using two kinds of multivariate regular variation we prove several 
Abel-Tauber theorems for the Laplace transform of functions in several variables. 
We generalize some power series results of Alpar and apply our results in multi- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In R +, Karamata’s Abel-Tauber theorem for Laplace transforms is well 
known and reads as follows: 
THEOREM K [4, p. 4451. Let U be a measure with Laplace transform 
O(s) = JF e-‘* dU(x) = s JF e -“U(x) dx, defined for s > 0. If L is slowly 
varying at infinity and 6 2 0, then each of the relations 
0 1 -xSL(x) 
0 
(x-+a) 
X 
1 
U(x) -- 
z-,(1 +6) 
x6L(x) (x-+aJ) 
implies the other. 
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In this paper we generalize Theorem K to functions of several variables. 
To this end we use two types of regular variation in dimension d> 2. For 
convenience we only state and prove the results for functions of two 
variables. Results of this type may be useful in a variety of problems. We 
mention applications in number theory [ 11, renewal theory [9-l I], 
generalized renewal theory [ 111, and in characterizing domains of attrac- 
tion of multivariate stable laws [6, 71. 
In Section 2 we consider two possible generalizations to dimension 2 of 
the classical definition of l-dimensional regular variation. Then we prove 
an Abel-Tauber theorem for the Laplace transform p of f, defined as 
In Section 3 we apply our results to power series of several variables, 
hereby generalizing some results of Alpar [ 1,2]. In Section 4 an applica- 
tion to multidimensional renewal theory is given. 
2. REGULAR VARIATION IN DIMENSION 2 
AND ABEL-TAUBER THEOREMS 
The first class of functions which we consider has been introduced by 
Omey [l I] and De Haan er al. [7]. 
DEFINITION. A measurable function f: Iw: -+ Iw, is regularly varying 
with auxiliary functions r and s (r, s: Iw, + Iw, ) if for some positive 
function h and all x, y > 0, 
lim .mtk s(t) Y) = qx, y) 
I-+00 h(t) 
(2.1) 
exists and is finite. Notation f(x, y ) E RVF(r, s, h, A). 
This class of functions has been useful to characterize domains of attrac- 
tion of stable laws in OX”, (cf. [6, 71). If r(t)=s(t) = t, the class has been 
studied by Stam [13], De Haan, Omey, and Resnick [IS, 63. 
Apart from (2.1) we shall also consider measurable functions f for which 
lim s,pfwb~ s(t) Y) 
t-00 h(t) <co 
for all x, y > 0. Notation f(x, y) E 0 - RVF(r, s, h). 
In the theorems below we assume that f is monotone in each variable 
68313012.9 
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separately and that the auxiliary functions are regularly varying in R + . If 
Y E RV,, s E R Vfi(a, j? > 0) and if f is monotone then the limitfunction 1 in 
(2.1) is continuous. If 1 #O then ,J E RI/, (6 E R) and I satisfies the func- 
tional equation l(uax, uBy) = a’A(x, y) ( a, X, y > 0). For further properties 
of RVF we refer to [7, 11 J. 
The second type of regular variation is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION [ll, p. 251. A measurable function f: I@ -+ IX+ is weakly 
regularly varying if for some positive function h and all X, y > 0, 
lim ftaxy by) =n(x y) 
min(a,b) + oc h(a, b) ’ 
(2.2) 
exists and is finite. Notation f(x, y) E WR V(h). 
If (2.2) holds and if 1(x,, y,,) # 0 for some x0, y. > 0, it follows that 
lim ftax' by) = p(x y) 
min(c7.b) + 33 f(4b) ’ 
(2.3) 
for all x, y >O. Using the identity f (axu, byv) = (f(axu, byu)/ 
f(ax, by)) f(ax, by) it follows that ~(xu, yu) = ~(a, V) ~(x, y). Hence 
~(x, y) =xays for some real numbers c1 and j [ll, Lemma 2.4.1-J. If (2.3) 
holds with ~(x, y) = xaya we use the notation f E WRV(/(a, /I). Obviously if 
(2.2) holds, then n(x, y) = Cx”‘ys with C > 0. 
If (2.2) is replaced by 
lim sup f(ax, bYI < o. 
min(a,b) - m  h(a,b) ’ 
we use the notation f E 0 - WRV(h). 
Our first result is the following 2-dimensional analogue of Theorem K. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that f: rW: -+ Iw, is nondecreasing and that 
~(u,u)<coforu,Y>O. 
(i) Letr~RV,,~~RV~,andh~RV~(u,~>O,S>O).Thenforsome 
1> 0 we have f (x, y) E RVF(r, s, h, A) if and only if for some 4 > 0, 
!Wx, l/y) E RI/F( r, s, h, 4). Moreooer, both imply that &l/u, l/o) = fi(u, u). 
(ii) Let h E WRV(c(, B) (tl, fl>O). Then we have f(x, y)~ WRV(h) if 
and only if f( l/x, l/y) E WRV(h). Moreover, if the limit function off is 
1(x, y) = Cx”yB then 
lim Ptxla,Y/b)=cT(l+~)~(l+P) 
min(a, b) - m  Ma, b) xo'yp . 
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Proof (i) See [7, Theorem 2.41. 
(ii) First suppose f(x, y) E WRY(h). We will prove that there exist 
positive constants t,, y and C > 1 such that for all a, b > to, 
Aax, by) < C if x<e, y<e 
h(a, b) . C(max(x, y))' if x>e or yBe. 
(2.4) 
To prove (2.4), note that for x<e and y <e we have 
f(ax, by) <f(ae, be) < c 
Ma, b) ‘h(a,’ ’ 
Vu, b2 to, 
and 
h(ae, be) < c 
h(a, b) ’ ’ 
‘da, b > t,, 
where C > 1. If x and y are such that en < max(x, y) <en+ ’ we have 
f(ax, by) k+l 
h(a, b) ’ 
f(ae”+‘, be”+l)n-* h(aeki’, be 
l-I 
) 
h(ae”, be”) k=O h(aek, be&) 
<C.C”. 
By the choice of n we obtain (2.4). Now by (2.4) and Lebesgue’s theorem 
on dominated convergence we obtain 
lim fW, t/b) = 
min(u, b) + 00 W, b) 
lim St m a eesx-lY f(w by) dx dy 
min(c7.h) - 00 s s 0 0 h(a, b) 
=CT(l +a)z-(l+/3)P-! 
Next assume that f(l/x, l/y)~ WRV(h). For a,, 6, such that 
min(a,, b,) + CO (n + CO) define F,, as 
F,,(x, y) =‘;axy 2 i’. 
n, n 
Then F,, is nondecreasing and for all u, v > 0 we have 
lim PJu, v) = CU-‘V-~. 
n+oo 
It follows from the continuity theorem for Laplace transforms [I& 
Lemma 41 that 
lim F,(u, v) = i(u, v) a.e. 
n-cc 
and that I(u, u) = CU-“U-~. Since this limit is independent of the sequences 
{a,}, and {bn}N we obtain that fe WRV(h). 1 
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For U-regularly varying funtions we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that f: rW: + [w, is nondecreasing and that 
f(u,u)<cc for u,u>O. 
(i ) Zf r E R V,, s E R VB (a, j? > 0), h nondecreasing, and 
lim sup - W) < o3 VX> 1, 
,-Co h(f) ’ 
then f (x, y) E 0 - R VF(r, s, h) $ and only iff( l/x, l/y) E 0 - R VF(r, s, h). 
(ii) If hEO-WRV(h), then f(x,y)EO-WRV(h) if and only iJ 
3( l/x, l/y) E 0 - WRV(h). 
ProoJ The only if parts of both (i) and (ii) follow from the inequality 
3(u, u) 3 epou-bv f(a, b). The if part of (i) follows in a similar way as the 
proof of Theorem 2.4 in [7]. The if part of (ii) follows from (2.4), since to 
obtain (2.4) we only used the boundedness of f(ae, be)/h(a, b) and 
h(ae, be)/h(a, b) as min(a, b) + co. 1 
Remark. If we replace (2.2) by 
lim 
min{(o,b)lc6b/a~c}-r~ 
f (ax, by) = qx y) 
h(a, b) ’ ’ 
x, y > 0, (2.5) 
where 0 <c < C< oc), then again I is of the form 1(x, y) = CxoLyB. The 
analogue of Theorem 2.1 for functions satisfying (2.5) is easily established. 
3. ABEL-TAUBER THEOREMS FOR POWER SERIES 
Let bhm > N x N denote a sequence of nonnegative real numbers and 
suppose that its generating function A(x, y) := C,“=, C,“=, an,mx”ym is 
finite for O<x, y< 1. 
Clearly A(eP’, eP’) is the Laplace transform of the monotone function 
Sk y) :=Cn~xCm~yan,m. An application of the results of Section 2 now 
yields 
COROLLARY 3.1. (i) Zf re:RV,, SERVO, hERV, (a,/?>O, 620) then 
for some A > 0 and 4 > 0 we have S(x, y) E R VF(r, s, h, A) if and only if for 
all x, y > 0, 
lim A(1 -x/r(t)9 1 -Y/dt))=4(x 
h(t) 
y) 
3 . 
1-m 
(3.1) 
Moreover, if (3.1) holds then q5 = 1. 
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(ii) If h E WR V(cr, /3) (a, p > 0) then for C > 0 we haoe 
liWwa,bj - a, S(ax, by )/h(a, b) = Cx”ys if and only if 
lim 
A(l-xla,l-ylb)=CT(l+a)T(l+B) 
min(n, b) -+ 00 h(a, b) x”yS . 
Proof. (i) From Theorem 2.1 it follows that regular variation of 
S(x, y) is equivalent to the existence of 
lim &xp( -x/W, exp( -y/s(t))) = 4(x, 
h(t) 
y) 
9 Vx, y>O. (3.2) 
r-m 
Since 4 is continuous this implies (3.1). Conversely, if (3.1) holds, then 4 
is continuous [7] and (3.2) follows. 
(ii) Similar, now using Theorem 2.l(ii). 1 
The previous corollary (ii) generalizes Theorem 1 of Alpar [2] in which 
h(a, b) = aabs. Result (i) generalizes Theorems 1 to 4 of Alpar [l] in which 
h(t) = t or h(t) = t2. 
Remarks. 1. Note that S(x, y) can be interpreted as the measure M( .) 
of the rectangle L = {(u, u) IO < u < x, 0 < o < y}, Now weak regular varia- 
tion of S is equivalent to 
lirn M({(u,u)/(u/a,UIb)ELj)=m(L) 
Ma, b) 
, 
min(a,b) - m 
(3.3) 
where m(L) is a measure with distribution function CxayB. It follows as in 
Alpar [Z, p. 1721 that (3.3) remains valid if F is a general Jordan 
measurable subset of rW:. 
Similarly, regular variation of S is equivalent to 
lim M({(“~u)l(u/r(t)~uls(t))EL})~m(~) 
h(t) 
9 
1-m 
(3.4) 
where m( .) is the measure with distribution function n(x, y). 
2. If the sequence (un,m}NxN is monotone then regular variation 
(resp. weak regular variation) of S implies that the function f(x, y) := 
aCxl,Cyl E RVF(r, s, h/u, (S2/6x 6y)A) (resp. f~ WRV(h(x, y)/xy)). The 
proof of both results follows as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 of De Haan 
et&. [6]. 
Our next application is devoted to the convolution product of sequences. 
Let {anANxN9 Cbn,dNxN be sequences of nonnegative real numbers 
related by 
c n,m = k$o ,F,, an-,,,-&,,. 
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If the generating functions A(x, y) and B(x, y) are finite for 0 Gx, y < 1, 
then also C(x, y) is finite for 0 Gx, y < 1 and 
C(X> Y) = A(& Y)%G Y). 
In order to formulate our next result, we define P(x, y) = End* C, GY a,,,, 
and similarly S* and s’. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (i) Suppose reRV,, SERT/B, ~ERV,, gERV, 
(a, /? > O,q5,6 > 0) and suppose Sa(x, y) c RVF(r, s, h, 1,). Then S*(x, y) E 
RVF(r, s, g, &,) if and only if sC(x, y) E RVF(r, s, gh, A,). Moreover, both 
statements imply that Ac(x, y) = j: jOy &(x - u, y - v) il,(du, dv). 
(ii) Suppose h E WRV(a, /I), gE WRV(y, q) (a, /I, y, q > 0) and suppose 
lim m,ncu,vj-t ao(Sp(u, v)/h(u, v)) = N, where N> 0. Then S*(x, y) E WRV( g) ij 
and only if sC(x, y) E WRV(gh). Moreover, if &,(x9 y) = Mxays (M 20) 
then &(x, y)=MN(T(l+or+y)f(l+P+?)/r(l+a)r(l+P)r(l+y) 
r(l+?). I 
Corollary 3.2 is applicable to obtain some results in connection with 
(C, t, q)-summability of double series (cf. [2, p. 166; 8, p. 209-2131). For 
rj, t E N let 
and 
S’:“=k~o~oA~“k,,-,ak,z. (35) 
The quotient C,, 5~rl = S$k/A$k is called the (n, m)th Cesaro mean of order 
(5, q) of the sequence {b,,} i x wi. 
The sequen= {an,,,, 1 N x N is called (C, 5, q)-summable if the limit 
lim 
min(n,m) - 00 
Cf;: =: @ 
exists and is finite. It is easy to see that St;: = S(n, m) and that Si;k = 
C;!. Cy!o Si;l*q-l for 5, VE t&,. Also 
lim 
Ah 1 
min(n,m)+ao nSlnm”=r(l+<)r(1+)1) 
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We now prove that (C, 0,O) summability is equivalent to (C, 5, q) sum- 
mability for all <, q E N,. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For each 5, q E N, we have 
lim S(n, m)= lim 
min(n,m) + m  min(n,m) + cc 
C”,:“, = Co*’ 
lim 
min(n.m) + cc 
Cf;:; = Co,‘. 
Proof Let a;,, = Af,,‘*q-‘, bh,,, = a,,,,, and CL,,, = Si,;‘*q-‘. Then 
from (3.5) we have 
and from (3.6) we have 
An application of Corollary 3.2 shows that 
lim P’(n, m) = Co*’ 
min(n,m) - m  
holds if and only if 
lim 
SC’(n, m) sol co,0 
n’mv = lim min(n,m) + m  mi.(.,~)-m~=~(l+5)~(1+?)’ 
4. APPLICATION IN MULTIDIMENSIONAL RENEWAL THEORY 
Let ((X,, Y,,)} N denote a sequence of i.i.d. non-negative random vectors 
with common distribution function Fand let (SA, St) = (x1= I Xi, Cs= I Yi). 
Following Hunter [9] we define 
Nr(x):=max{n:Sf,<x) 
P(y) := max{n: S,‘< y} 
N(x, y) :=max{n: Si<x, Si< y} =min(N’(x), N’(y)). 
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The counting processes N’ and N2 are the (univariate) renewal counting 
processes; the vector (N’(x), N’(y)) is called the bivariate renewal 
counting process and N(x, y) is the 2-dimensional renewal counting 
process. It is well known that 
H*(x) :=E(N’(x)+ l)= f P(St,Gx) 
It=0 
H2(y):=E(P(y)+l)= f P{s;<y} 
n=O 
H(x, y) :=E(N(x, y)+ l)= f P{Lq<x, S&}. 
n = 0 
It is also easily seen that 
K(x,y):=E(N’(x)N2(y))= f -f P{s&x,s;<y}. 
n=l m=l 
In univariate renewal theory the following is well known (see, e.g., 
Feller [4]): let p1 =E(X,) and pL2=E(Xf) 
(4.1) ifp1<03, then lim H’(t) ’ -=- r-m t Pl 
ifp2< co, then lim H’(t)-f=fi 
t-30 Pl 34 
if pL2 < co, (4.3) 
ifp,<co, then lim varW(N p2 -14 
t 
=3. 
t-m Pl 
(4.4 ) 
We first prove the 2-dimensional analogue of (4.1) for the functions 
H(x, y) and W, Y). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume pl = E(X,) < co and u, = E( Y,) < co. Then 
(i) lim,,, Wtx, tv)lt = min(x/k, y/v1 1 (x, Y G ~0 1 
(ii) lim,, a, wtx, tY)lt2=xYlkv, (x, Y< co). 
Proof: (i) It is easy to see that fi(s, t) = j; Jq e-sx-tY dH(x, y) = 
l/( I- @(.s, t)), where p(s, t) = E(e-“X1p rY1). Since lim, ,o((l - F(as, at))/a) 
= sp, + tv,, it follows that lim,,, a&as, at) = l/(spi + tv,). Since H is 
monotone we have from Theorem 2.1(i) that lim, _ o. H(tx, ty)/t = Q(x, y), 
where &s, t) = l/(spc, + tv,). It is easily seen that 4(x, y) =min(x/p,, y/v,). 
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(ii) Using Laplace transforms we obtain 
iqs, t) = f 2 Ek(s, 1) P(O, t) + f .f &k(s, t)P(s, 0) 
k-1 r=l k=l r=O 
&, t) 
1 
m-h I) es, 0) 
=(1-&t)) l-P(o,t))+l-E=(s,O)+f . > 
Since p1 < CO and v1 < co it follows that 
lim a2Z(as, at) = 
040 p,r:vlt(&+&)=~* 
Since K is monotone, an application of Theorem 2.1(i) yields the desired 
result. 1 
Being interested in the difference H(x, y) - min(x/pl, y/vi) (cf. (4.2) and 
(4.3)) we now estimate W(x, y) = j: jOy [H(u, u) - min(u/pl, u/vi) J du du. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume that W(x, y) is nondecreasing and assume that 
pz+v2=EXf+EYf<co; then 
lim w(tx’ tY)= 
qxy- 
2~1 
if &l 
Pl vi 
t-m t= 
v2 
2v’XY- if -$u. 
1 PI VI 
Proof: We have @(s, t) = (I/st)(&(s, t) - l/(,u,s+ v,t)) so that 
1 E(sX, + t Y,)’ 
lim a2 IP( as, at) = - 
O-r0 St 2(p1s + v, t)= 
P2 S 
=- +I? t 
2 t(#u,S+v,t)* 2 S(p,S+V,t)2 
EXI Yi 2 
+- 
2 (/d,s+vlt)2’ 
Now let 
g(x9 Y) = 
i 
Y(X - Yh x2 y  
o 
, XGY’ 
f(x, y) = g(y, x), and h(x, y) = min(x*, y2). It is easily seen that 
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d(s, t) = t/s(s + t)’ and that /$s, t) = 2/(s + t)‘. Hence lim, +0 a2@as, at) = 
fi(s, t), where 
1 s t 
p jiy’< = 2p1 ( > 
!f22 f(s, t) + y & t) + y fi(s, t). 
1 
Since by assumption W is monotone, an application of Theorem 2.2(i) 
yields lim t+ ,(WW, yt)lt2) = P(X, ~1, where 
P(filX, VI Y) =p2v1 j-gf(x, y)+F g(x, yl+y%x, Y) 
1 
and the result follows. 1 
The limit function in Theorem 4.2 is continuous but not differentiable on 
the expectation line y = (v, /~~)x. As one can expect it may be difficult to 
obtain the asymptotic behaviour of H( tx, ty) - t min(x/p,, y/vi) in this 
case. If y # (vl/pl)x, however, the limit function in Theorem 4.2 behaves 
nicely and we have the following refinement. 
LEMMA 4.3. Zf p2 + v2 < co, then 
lim H(tx,ty)-tmin X,x = 
z-c73 
( )i 
P2 
G 
if y>zx 
Pl Vl v2 
2v: 
if y-cy’x. 
Pl 
Proof Suppose that x/p1 < y/v 1 (similarly if x/p1 > y/vi). From 
Theorem 2.6 of Bickel and Yahav [3] it follows that for such x and y, 
lim H(tx, ty)-H’(tx)=O. 
t-m 
Using (4.2) we obtain the desired result. 1 
If, on the other hand, p2vI/p1 = v2pc,/v, =EX1 Y,, then the limit func- 
tion in Theorem 4.2 is differentiable everywhere. We show that in this case, 
the r.v. X, and Y1 have correlation p = 1. So see this, note that the equality 
v2p1/vI =~2v1/~1 implies that o,v,/pl =a2, and that the equality 
p2v1/p1 = EXI Y1 implies that p = afvl/a1a2p1 whence p = 1. 
This implies that Y1 = aX, + 6. Using the identities 
a; = a2af and v2 = a2p2 + 2abpl + b2 
together with the previous equalities leads to the solution a = vl/pl and 
b = 0. That this case is trivial may be seen from the following. 
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LEMMA 4.4. Zf Y, E ( v1 /pl (1) A’,, rhen for all x, y > 0, 
x Y lim H(tx,ty)-rmin -,- =f$ 
,-CC ( ) Pl Vl 1 
ProoJ If Y, = (v,/p,) X, and hence Sf = (v,/pl) S,!, we have 
H(x, y)= 2 P S’<min x yA n=O { n’ ( ? v,)}=+q~~~))- 
Using (4.2) yields the desired result. 1 
In Theorem 4.5 below, we show that on the expectation line, the result 
of Lemma 4.3 drastically changes. First we need the following result, 
interesting in its own right. In the result we estimate C(x, y) := 
Cov(N’(x), N2( y)) and p(x, y) := Corr(N’(x), N2( y)), the covariance 
(resp. correlation) between N’(x) and N2( y). 
LEMMA 4.5. (i) C(x, y)=O if and only if X, and Y, are independent. 
(ii) Zf p2 + v2 < co and if + C(x, y) is nondecreasing, then 
lim a% lY) covw,, Y,) min = 
*-@J t Pl”1 
and 
lim PC& ty)=p(X,, Y,) L G 
l-m 
( :. y)P”2min(~,~). 
(iii) 
ProoJ: 
(ii) 
Zf p2 + v2 < a, then C(tx, ty) = 0(t) (t + 00). 
(i) See Hunter [9, Theorem 3.53. 
Using Laplace transforms we obtain 
C(s, t)= lqs, t) - &, 0) m, t) 
1 - P(s, t) . 1 - &s, t) 
E(s, t) - E(s, 0). E(0, t) 
= (1 - P(s, t))( 1 - P(s, O))( 1 - P(0, t))’ 
Since p2 + v2 < CO it follows that 
lim aQas, at) = Cov(X, 9 Y, ) 
U-r0 Plvl(wl+ tv*) 
and the result for C follows. The result for p follows from this result and 
from (4.4). 
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(iii) First note that by definition 
s iv,(X) 6 x < s k/,(.x) + 1 and Si2(y)~~<Si2(y)+1 
so that 
Some straightforward calculations show that for n, m 2 0, E( S !, + I . S i + 1 ) 
=E(SA-S~)+(n+m)p,v,+E(X,, Y,) whence 
E(S’ .S~~(y)+l)=EtS1N,(x).S2N*(y))+~L1V1(E(N1) NI(~) + 1 
+ W,)) + E(XI Y,). 
Using (4.2) and (4.1) it follows that as t --) co, 
coml,(,x)r S2,,(,)) = O(t). (4.5) 
To finish the proof note that E(SLS;) = min(n, m) Cov(X, Y) + nmplvl 
so that 
E(S l NI(~) . s;*(y) ) = W-NN,(x)), NAY)) Cov(X Y) 
+~,v,~W,fx) .N,(Y)) 
and hence 
COV(SiqX)~ s&,,, ) = E(min(N,(x), N2( y)) Cov(X, Y) 
+ PIVI ctx, Y)- 
Using Theorem 4.1(i) and (4.5) we obtain that C(tx, ty) = O(t) as 
t+al. 1 
We are now ready to complete Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 and we 
estimate H( tx, ty) - t min(x/pI, y/v1 ) on the expectation line. 
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THEOREM 4.6. If p = p(X,, Y,) # 1, then as t --t co, 
where 
&f:; c:-2y. 
Pl Vl P1Vt 
Prooj: From the central limit theorem for the vector (N,(x), iVz( y)) (cf. 
[lo, pp. 551-5521) we deduce that as t -+ co, 
N,(tPu,)-N,(tv,) 2 z 
J; ’ 
where 2 has a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance D. 
Now E(N,(t~,)-N2(tv,))*=var(Nl(t~,))+var(N2(tv,))+ W,(tpl)- 
Hz(tv,))2 - 2 cov(iV,(tp,), N2(tvI)). Using (4.4), (4.2), and Lemma 4.5 we 
obtain that as t + co, E(N,(tpFr,)- N2(tv1))* = O(t). It follows from, e.g., 
Feller [4, p. 2521 that 
Iirn E N,(W,) - N*(tvI) 0 
=EIZI =- 
*-+a2 
fi 
J2n’ 
(4.6) 
Now 
OWN,(x), N2(y))) = (WV,(x)) + E(N,( y)))/2 - $$V,(X) - iv2(y)l, 
from which it follows that 
wtp,, tv,)= H,(w) + H*(tvI) 1 
2 -j Jf-w,(tp,) - N,(tv,)l. 
Using (4.2) and (4.5) we obtain the desired expression. 1 
These results generalize some results obtained by Hunter for the case 
where (X,, Y’,) has a double exponential distribution. 
EXAMPLE (Hunter [9, lo]). Suppose (X,, Y,) has a double exponential 
distribution defined by its Laplace transform 
FJS, t)=[(l+pr,s)(l+v,t)-pp,v,stl-‘. 
It is easily seen that X, and Y, are exponentially distributed with means p1 
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and vl, respectively, and that corr(X, , Y, ) = p. Some straightforward 
calculations give 
and 
Qs, t) = p(A,(s, t) - 1). 
It follows that Z?,(s, t) = (1 - p) I?,(( 1 - p)s, (1 - p) t) + p so that 
q?(X> Y) = (1 -PI Ho (&&)+p 
and 
C(x, Y) = PW,k Y) - 1). 
Theorems 4.2-4.4 are applicable. 
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